
 
 
 

 

Checking the Michigan Tax Tribunal website this morning... it is very easy to do and all of the information is 

public knowledge. There is a brief overview of what the purpose of the tribunal is and what it does. There is an 

area listing the members of the panel. Each member has a short history by their picture. In case you have not 

checked it out, here are the members/terms. All members are appointed by the governor and approved by the 

Senate. There is no explanation for the differences in term limits. Victoria L. Enyart has a notation in her 

biography that she was part of team working on Prop ‘A’. 

Steven Lasher  20102018 

Preeti P Gadola 20112017 

David B Marmon 20142015 

Victoria l. Enyart 20082016 

Valerie Lafferty 20152018. 
 

 
A look at the Tribunal History page gives a good timeline overview of this body: enacted in 1974,  “as a 

‘specialized’ administrative tribunal with jurisdiction over ‘all tax disputes.’” based on the ” the1969 Report” 

advisory board findings and recommendations. In 1991, Governor Engler reviewed and reorganized it; in 2011, 

Governor Snyder transferred it to LARA, Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs. The Tribunal’s rules 

and procedures were revised in 1981, 1996, and again in 2013. 

Currently, true cash value (TVC) of all property is assessed by local municipal assessors following the MI 

assessment tax manual using multiple criteria for evaluating the worth of the property. Property owners pay 

50% of the TCV. Private property owners may appeal this assessed amount to their county review board first; 

business/corporate property owners appeal directly to MI Tax Tribunal for a ruling. 

What has been happening over the last few years that is different from the rulings of previous decades? A 

Marquette Mining Journal OpEd article of 22626 by Dennis Liimata, former Marquette Township Supervisor 

gives background on the current “shift” in Tax Tribunal rulings. It shows the trend toward ruling in favor of large 

business property tax claims that their property was over valued by municipalities. 

“It didn’t used to be this way” Mr. Liimata said. The 2010 Tax Tribunal ruling in favor of Target over the City of 

Novi, was the first case to use only the criteria that the value should be based on that of vacant or “dark” 

building. The precedent was set, the Honigman law firm promoted this “victory” and offers their services all 

over Michigan and the US. Municipalities have been scrambling ever since…Dennis Liimata asks the question: 

“How far will the MI Tax Tribunal go?” We should be doing the same. 

by Zelda Zeimer & Fran Darling 

http://www.michigan.gov/taxtrib
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/propa_3172_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/taxtrib/0%2C1607%2C7-187-38248_38249-139737--%2C00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/taxtrib/0%2C1607%2C7-187-38256_38257-137596--%2C00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/taxtrib/0%2C1607%2C7-187-38256_38257-137596--%2C00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/taxtrib/0%2C1607%2C7-187-38256_38257-137596--%2C00.html
http://taxtribunalrulingonwebsite/
http://www.miningjournal.net/page/content.detail/id/586320/Big-box-tax-battle.html?nav=5006
http://www.honigman.com/practices-Tax-Appeals.html

